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The Project

The partnership of C-EO thinks that entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship is
essential also for the so-called at risk groups. Although it is no less essential as

Themes of social inclusion and entrepreneurship are

for anyone else, the C-EO partnership acknowledges that for this group of

currently leading the social agenda. Not entirely coincidentally,

people another approach is required in order to reinforce entrepreneurial and

because those themes seems to be an answer on questions

intrapreneurial skills. The C-EO partnership is searching for tools and instru-

involving a globalising world. The Leonardo da Vinci funded project

ments that can help to create opportunities for that particular target group

"Coach for Entrepreneurial Opportunities" (C-EO) matches and stream-

who are distant from the labour market and to recruit a regular position on

lines the themes social inclusion and entrepreneurship in order to meet

the labour market. The work supervisor or the work coach is one of the most

existing demands of human capital.

important tools used in this policy.

Entrepreneurship the answer to social inclusion?

The objectives of C-EO are:

If Europe succeeding in anchoring entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship in



Development of a ECVET and EQF proof profile of the intrapreneurial

the human DNA it then creates the ideal Europe; a continent that is
and entrepreneurial Coach.

economically flourishing and is far ahead of its time in education. Anticipating
that future we already should be thinking about the 'logistics' of this



transformation. There is a large group of people in our society that has
difficulty accessing the labour market and for whom this transformation means
social inclusion.

European context

Development of a training program with the focus on the Knowledge
and skills of the profile.



Testing of the training program.



Development of a certification method that fits all partner countries
and allows all learning pathways.

Given the European relevance of the theme the project works with an
international partnership. Partners from the Netherlands, Portugal, Italy, France
and England will look at common ideas so that the products can be widely accepted and fit the Europe of the future.

More information? www.cfeo.eu

